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STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
I. Statement of Policy

The free exchange of ideas, information and viewpoints is a cornerstone of
American democracy. As an essential preparation for citizenship, students must learn to
exercise their rights to freedom of speech and freedom of the press. These rights are
extended to students under the First Amendment of the Constitution of the United
States, and by state and federal laws, and it is the responsibility of schools to safeguard
them, preparing students in turn to safeguard a democratic society.

 We, the trustees and officials of Thetford Academy, embrace this mission. We
recognize that students get the greatest educational benefit from scholastic journalism
when they have the responsibility to exercise their rights in accord with the ethical and
legal standards of professional journalists. They learn best by practicing making
responsible, ethical decisions about the content of student media. Therefore, school-
sponsored student media at Thetford Academy are established to promote student
expression and discussion of issues that concern students. It is our policy that student
journalists will determine the content of student media to the greatest extent possible,
consistent with this policy. Teachers and administrators will invite students to consider
the alignment of proposed publications with the school's fundamental principles of
excellence, commitment, cooperation, respect for diversity, and caring. 

School-sponsored student media may include yearbook, newspaper or magazine,
literary anthology and/or online or electronic media. All forms of student media are
subject to the same rights and limitations under this policy.

II. Roles and Responsibilities of Students, Advisers and School Officials

A. Students working on school-sponsored publications will:

1. Make all decisions regarding content of the publication.
2. Apply standards of accuracy, objectivity and fairness, based on the Code of

Ethics of the Society of Professional Journalists. They will check and verify the
accuracy of all facts and quotations, and in the case of editorials or letters to
the editor, determine the need for rebuttal comments or opinions and provide
space if appropriate.
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3. Strive to produce media of quality, reviewing and rewriting material for
clarity and correct grammar, spelling and punctuation, based on the
Associated Press Stylebook.

4. Refrain from unprotected speech, as defined by law and the Student Press
Law Center guidelines incorporated into this policy, including material that is
libelous, obscene as to minors, an unwarranted invasion of privacy,
substantially disruptive of school activities, a violation of copyright,
advertisement for illegal products or services, or material that is electronically
manipulated to alter the essential truth of a photograph or illustration. In the
event of questions regarding the legality of material proposed for publication,
student editors and the adviser will consult a communications attorney,
available through the Student Press Law Center at no cost, or through a local
newspaper. The school will pay any reasonable legal fees charged in
connection with the consultation

If the student editorial staff decides to pursue publication against advice of a
communications lawyer, the school will retain the right to insist that any such
advice be followed.  In addition, the school will retain the right to insist on
getting a second opinion should the initial opinion advise that a proposed
publication is legal.

B. Advisers to school-sponsored student publications will:

1. Serve primarily as a teacher, preparing students to make responsible
decisions by educating them about professional standards of quality and
ethics, and their rights and responsibilities under the law. 

2. Offer opinions and recommendations, while allowing students to make the
decisions and assume full responsibility for those decisions. The adviser is not
a censor.

3. Encourage student journalists to strive toward quality in producing an
intelligent and balanced publication, with editorial opinions based on
accurate reporting.

4.  Counsel and supervise the editing process. This does not constitute
suppression of student speech.

5. Facilitate communication between student journalists and school
administrators.

6. In addition, it is strongly recommended that advisers to school-sponsored
publications receive school-sponsored training and/or present qualifications
for the role. 

C.  School officials will:

1.  Support students’ First Amendment rights and the efforts of advisers to
support those rights in their daily work with students; communicate an
understanding of those rights to others in the school community.

2. Refrain from prior review or restraint of school-sponsored student media.
3. Refrain from efforts to ban distribution by students of school-sponsored

student media, or create regulations that interfere with the effective
distribution of school-sponsored student media.  However, administrators
may reasonably regulate the time, manner and place of distribution.
“Distribution” means dissemination of media to students at a time and place
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of normal school activity or immediately prior or subsequent thereto, by
handing out free copies, selling or offering copies for sale, accepting
donations for copies, or displaying the media in areas of the school which are
frequented by students.

4. Refrain from firing, transferring or removing an adviser from his or her role
for failure to censor or control a student publication or otherwise suppress the
rights of free expression of student journalists.

5. Refrain from taking academic or disciplinary action against student
journalists for the contents of a student publication, except in cases involving
unprotected speech, in violation of this policy and the law. School officials,
along with student journalists and their advisers, will be guided by
consultation with a communications attorney in determining the basis for
such action.

       Contents of student publications, therefore, reflect only the views and judgment
of student staff or individual students, and not of school officials. The school assumes
no liability for content.

III. Unprotected Speech:

A. Adoption of Guidelines: The following guidelines come from the Student
Press Law Center, and have been adopted by high schools across the country.
Since student editorial staff decides the content of publications, the guidelines
below establish grounds for disciplinary action subsequent to publication.

B. Definitions:

1. Students may not publish material that is “obscene as to minors.” A minor is
any person under the age of 18.  Obscene as to minors applies to materials
which meet all three of these requirements:
a. The average person, applying contemporary community standards,

would find that the material taken as a whole appeals to a minor’s
prurient interest in sex;

b. The publication depicts or describes in a patently offensive way sexual
conduct such as ultimate sexual acts, perverted or normal, masturbation
or lewd display of genitals;

c. The work as a whole lacks serious literary, artistic, political or scientific
value.

(Note: Indecent or vulgar language is not obscene.)

2. Students may not publish material that is libelous. Libelous statements are
provably false and unprivileged statements of fact that do demonstrated
injury to an individual’s or a business’s reputation in the community. If the
allegedly libeled party is a “public figure” or “public official” as defined
below, then school officials must show the false statement was published with
“actual malice”, i.e., the student journalists knew the statement was false or
they published it with reckless disregard for the truth, without attempting to
verify its accuracy.
a. A public official is a person who holds elected or appointed public office

and exercises a significant amount of governmental authority.
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b. A public figure is a person who has sought the public’s attention or is well
known because of personal achievements or actions.

c. School employees will be considered public figures or public officials in
relationship to articles concerning their school-related activities.

d. When an allegedly libelous statement concerns an individual who is not a
public official or a public figure, school officials must show that the false
statement was published willfully or negligently, i.e. that the student
journalist failed to exercise reasonably prudent care.

e. Students are free to express opinions. A student may criticize school policy
or the performance of teachers, administrators, school officials or other
school employees.

3. Students may not publish material that will cause “a material and substantial
disruption of school activities.” 
a. Disruption is defined as student rioting, unlawful seizures or destruction

of property, or substantial student participation in a school boycott, sit-in,
walkout or other related action. Material such as racial, religious or ethnic
slurs, however distasteful, is not by itself held to be disruptive. Threats of
violence are not materially disruptive without some act in furtherance of
that threat, or a reasonable belief and expectation that the author of the
threat has the capability and intent of carrying through on that threat, in a
manner that does not allow actions other than suppression of speech to
mitigate the threat. Material that stimulates heated discussion or debate
does not constitute disruption.

b.  Mere undifferentiated fear of disturbance or disruption is not enough;
school officials must be able to show substantial facts that reasonably
support a forecast of likely or actual disruption.

c. In determining disruption, context as well as content must be considered
including past experiences in the school with similar material or with
supervising students, current events influencing student attitudes and
behavior, or other instances of actual or threatened disruption prior to or
concurrently with distribution of the publication in question.

d. School officials must protect advocates of unpopular viewpoints.
e. “School activity” includes, but is not limited to, classroom work,

assemblies or other gatherings, scheduled lunch periods, athletic contests,
concerts and plays.

IV. Protected Speech

A.  School-sponsored media

1. School officials cannot ban or punish student expression solely because it is
controversial, takes an extreme or minority opinion, is distasteful, unpopular
or unpleasant, relates to sexual issues, contains the occasional use of indecent,
vulgar “four-letter” words, endorses a candidate for student or public office,
advocates illegal conduct (without proving such speech is directed toward
and will actually cause imminent illegal action), or criticizes policies, practices
or performance of teachers, school officials, the school itself or public officials.

2. School officials cannot cut funding to school-sponsored media because of
disagreement over student editorial policy.
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3. Student media may accept advertising. Student editors may establish a policy
for accepting or rejecting advertising, provided that it does not offer a
product or service that is illegal for students. Ads for political candidates or
ballot issues may be accepted, but students are urged to solicit ads from all
sides on such issues.

B. Non-school-sponsored media
Provisions 1-4 represent established legal precedent:  

1. Non-school-sponsored student media and the students who produce them
are  
entitled to the same protections as school-sponsored media under this policy,  
as established by the First Amendment. School officials may not ban the
distribution of non-school-sponsored student media on school grounds, or
create regulations that interfere with its effective distribution. However, they
may reasonably regulate the time, place and manner of distribution.

2. Students who distribute material described under “Unprotected Speech” in
this policy may be subject to reasonable discipline after distribution at school
has occurred.  

3. Media independently produced or obtained and distributed by students off
school grounds and without school resources cannot be regulated or
protected by this policy. The school will not be responsible for legal costs
incurred by non-school publications. Such material is fully protected under
the First Amendment. Reference to or minimal contact with a school will not
subject otherwise independent media, such as an independent, student-
produced web site, to school regulation.

4. These provisions shall not be construed as protection for any student
expression in violation of state statute or other existing school policy
prohibiting harassment or bullying, hate speech, or other illegal
discriminatory expression.

This policy covers student media, not public solicitation or advertising, which is
covered by Policy H4 Public Solicitations / Advertising in Schools. Nothing in
this policy supersedes or replaces the express provisions of H4.

Nothing contained in this Student Publications policy shall be construed as
protection or sanction of any expression in violation of any state or federal law,
or other existing school policy prohibiting harassment, bullying, hate speech, or
other illegal discriminatory expression. The Academy reserves the right to
designate and prohibit the distribution of publications which are not protected
by the right of free expression because they violate the rights of others.

This policy is based on the model provided by the  Student Press Law Center
(www.splc.org)

Cross Reference: H4 Public Solicitations / Advertising in Schools
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Note: Pages 6 and 7 (EDITORIAL POLICY FOR THE THETFORD ACADEMY POST,
Procedure associated with Board Policy F15) are unchanged since distribution on
1/13/05 and are included with this document.
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EDITORIAL POLICY FOR THE THETFORD ACADEMY POST 
[PROCEDURE ASSOCIATED WITH BOARD POLICY F15]

 Mission Statement:
The Thetford Academy Thetford Academy Post is an open forum for free,

uninhibited student expression, giving students the opportunity to exercise their First
Amendment right to freedom of speech and of the press. We believe this is vital in order
that students learn to participate as active citizens in a democratic society.

As a learning tool, a staff position on the Thetford Academy Post is open to any
student with at least two credits of high school English who is willing to work
cooperatively and independently toward a quality publication. It is our policy to meet
the legal and ethical standards of professional journalists, set forth in this document and
the school’s publications policy. Applying those standards, a student editorial board
makes all decisions about the content of this publication. We are not subject to prior
review or restraint. Our adviser provides guidance and critique but is not a censor.
Therefore, whatever we publish reflects our editorial board’s views and judgment, or
those of individual students, and not school officials.

 The Thetford Academy Post strives to be a vital part of our academic community
by accurately and fairly reporting on issues of student interest and concern, and serving
as an open forum for student expression and dialogue. Our goal is to be unbiased and
thorough, presenting multiple perspectives on any topic that impacts on our school
community or that is of interest to students of Thetford Academy. We aim to inform,
provoke thought and debate, and also to entertain our readers.

The Thetford Academy Post is published (TK) times a year by the journalism
students at Thetford Academy, P.O. Box 190, Academy Road, Thetford, VT 05074, (802)
785-4805.

Policies:

1. The Thetford Academy Post aims to serve as a model for clear and accurate
communication, and for respectful dialogue in a diverse and democratic community.
Accordingly we will not publish anything editors determine to be libelous, obscene,
an unwarranted invasion of privacy, a violation of copyright, materially disruptive
of school activities, or a manipulation of the essential truth of a photograph or
illustration. We adhere to the guidelines and definitions of unprotected speech
established by the Student Press Law Center (SPLC), and set forth in detail in this
school’s publications policy. In the event of any question about the legality of
material proposed for publication, we will consult a communications attorney as
recommended by the SPLC. In addition, we will not publish personal attacks or
slurs based on race, ethnicity, religion, gender or sexual orientation. We reserve the
right to postpone, edit or withhold from publication anything submitted that does
not meet these standards.

2. Our policies apply equally to print and (future) online versions of the Post.

3. Editorial Pages: Opinions will be clearly marked and found on editorial or other
designated pages.

a. The Thetford Academy Post Editorial Board as a whole will be responsible for
determining editorial opinions, which will represent the opinion of a majority
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of the board if unsigned; if signed, will represent the opinion solely of the
author.

b. Commentaries, opinion and advice columns are the expressed opinions of the
author(s) and not those of Thetford Academy Post editorial board, staff, the
adviser or school administrators.

c. As an open forum, the Thetford Academy Post welcomes and will publish
letters from our readers. Letters should be addressed to the Editor and may
be mailed or taken to the school office for delivery. Letters must include the
writer’s name, address and phone number (for purpose of verification) with
signature and class. On rare occasion we may publish a letter marked “name
withheld,” provided a member of the editorial board has first verified the
writer’s identity. Typed, double-spaced letters are preferred, but legible
handwritten letters are acceptable. Letters should be under 300 words and
must meet the same standards as staff editorials. We reserve the right to
postpone, withhold from publication or edit for legality, clarity, or to correct
spelling, grammar and punctuation. We may return a letter containing errors
of fact, or excessive mechanical errors, to the writer for correction and
resubmission. The meaning of any submission will not be altered.

d. Guest commentaries, reviews or other material submitted for publication
must meet the same standards and are subject to the same policy as letters,
above. Additionally, we consider reviews to be signed editorials, and refuse
to print reviews in which criticism is not constructive and supported by facts.

e. Deadlines: All material must be submitted at least two weeks before the next
date of publication.

f. News:  All articles in the Thetford Academy Post carry a byline.
g. Advertising: We have the right to accept advertising provided it is not for any

product or  service that is illegal for students. Advertising is accepted by the
Thetford Academy Post as a service to our readers and should not be considered
an endorsement by the staff, editorial board, the adviser, or administration.
We reserve the right to edit, reject or cancel at any time ads we consider to be
libelous, obscene, an invasion of privacy, a slur, an attack upon competitors,
in poor taste or otherwise in violation of the standards we have set forth in
this policy. If we cancel an ad, we will refund if paid in advance.  In cases
involving political advertising, efforts will be made to solicit all points of
view.

4. Deaths: We may cover deaths of students, staff, faculty and alumni, but we reserve
the right not to cover a death based on relevance, timeliness or other circumstances.

5. Corrections  : We try to be accurate and to give full credit for any material that is not
original. We will correct any significant error in the next issue.
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